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Hibernating myocardium (HM) is a result of reduced myocardial blood flow that causes impaired left ventricular (LV) function at rest and can be reversed by revascularization. Although HM is not ischemia “in the strict sense,” it may be viewed as an example of an “exquisitely regulated tissue successfully adapting its activity to prevailing circumstances.” The clinical diagnosis of HM is based on documenting an area of LV dysfunction at rest with viable myocardium. HM has been demonstrated to occur in chronic and unstable angina, acute myocardial infarction, heart failure and/or severe LV dysfunction, and anomalous origin of the left coronary artery from the pulmonary artery. HM is characterized as clinically acute, subacute, or chronic on the basis of the rate of recovery of resting LV dysfunction after revascularization and the study of the morphologic changes in the dysfunctioning myocardium. However, such a classification into three precisely separated states may be somewhat arbitrary and HM may be best described as a spectrum.

The outcome of patients with coronary artery disease is determined not only by the extent and severity of the disease, but also by the amount of HM and LV myocardium that is or can be irreversibly damaged. Successful revascularization of the HM is able to reduce LV dysfunction and the amount of myocardium at risk.
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The term hibernating myocardium was coined to describe a state of persistently impaired myocardial and left ventricular (LV) function at rest due to reduced coronary blood flow that can be partially or completely restored to normal if the myocardial oxygen supply/demand relationship is favorably altered, either by improving blood flow and/or reducing demand (Figure 1). It likely results from a relatively uncommon response to reduced myocardial blood flow at rest whereby the heart downgrades its myocardial function to the extent that blood flow and function are once again in equilibrium, and as a result, neither myocardial necrosis nor ischemic symptoms are present. Obviously, if the myocardial oxygen supply/demand balance is subsequently altered unfavorably either temporarily or permanently, then symptoms and signs of ischemia and/or of necrosis again occur. Repeated episodes of ischemia may lead to necrosis and therefore are undesirable; thus, the hibernating response of the heart, namely, a reduction of function to cope with a reduced myocardial blood flow, could be considered an act of self-preservation (little blood, little work) and the heart could be considered to be a “smart heart” as appeared in an editorial in the American Heart Journal.

Some earlier work and many subsequent studies have confirmed that most, if not all, of the initial postulates were correct. For example, short-term/acute hibernation results from both an adaptation and downregulation in response to reduced myocardial blood flow (MBF), and hibernating myocardium (HM) in the clinical setting is associated with a reduced MBF. My attention was first drawn to this problem by data presented at the American Heart Association annual scientific sessions in 1973 and published in 1974. It was shown that in some patients, although one graft had occluded after coronary bypass surgery (CBS), resting preoperative LV systolic dysfunction had still improved and at times
even global LV systolic dysfunction had normalized. This occurred because other grafts in the same patient were patent and provided adequate collaterals to myocardial segments supplied by the occluded graft.

**BACKGROUND**

In the 1970s, many workers12-27 focused their attention on proving the reversibility of resting LV dysfunction with CBS and on its detection preoperatively. In the 1980 Consensus Development Conference on Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery,28 I failed to convince people about the presence of abnormal LV function at rest that was due to chronic, painless, persistent, severe myocardial “ischemia” at rest, and which was reversible29,30. The reasons this concept was not accepted likely were: (i) chronic, persistent, low-flow ischemia was not thought possible; (ii) painless ischemia was not generally accepted, particularly in the USA, and (iii) there were no experimental studies documenting its occurrence. At that time it was generally believed that persistent abnormal LV function at rest was due to irreversible myocardial necrosis, and that prolonged “ischemia” with or without pain was not possible. Even though painless ischemia had been described in the 1970s, only in the 1980s did it become widely recognized that painless ischemia was quite common in patients with a variety of anginal syndromes 31,32.

It is of interest that in 1979 “fixed” perfusion defects by thallium 201 imaging on stress and redistribution were shown to improve and even normalize with CBS.33 This was confirmed in 1983 in a larger number of patients.34 These “fixed” defects were considered to be the result of irreversible myocardial damage until Dilsizian and coworkers35 documented in 1990 that on reinjection of thallium 201 after the redistribution images had been obtained, many segments with “fixed” defects had uptake of the tracer and were therefore viable. It is possible that a very large number of patients were denied revascularization because of these “fixed” defects, emphasizing the need for caution in applying knowledge about tests to all patients when the knowledge is incomplete. Also in 1979, Gewirtz and coworkers36 documented that thallium 201 could be taken up on redistribution after a rest study, but the clinical significance of this observation was initially not fully appreciated.

From 1983 to 1985, I was unable to convince my colleagues at the national level that it was worth dedicating research funds to the study of the problem.
of chronic painless ischemia and the associated LV dysfunction. I realized that a short, less complex term was needed to describe this phenomenon (abnormal LV function at rest due to chronic painless, resting, persisting myocardial “ischemia,” and which was reversible) before it would gain more widespread recognition and acceptance. Therefore, I used the term “hibernating myocardium” in 1984\textsuperscript{2} at a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) Workshop on the Treatment of Coronary Artery Disease.\textsuperscript{37} It was better accepted than at the 1980 Conference, probably because painless ischemia was being more widely recognized and attention was focused on the other more important statements about CBS. Bashour's editorial\textsuperscript{38} in August 1986 drew attention to HM and the concept of “electrical stunning” (transient Q waves from profound myocardial ischemia). Braunwald and Rutherford's subsequent editorial\textsuperscript{39} in December 1986 endorsed the concept of HM, believed it was an appropriate use of the term, and confirmed its occurrence in patients.

ADVELOGATES OF THE TERM HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM

Acceptance of the concept and the term HM has been beneficial, as the subsequent decade has seen: (i) much basic and clinical research in this area, (ii) a reassessment of the definition of ischemia\textsuperscript{40}, (iii) development and assessment of tests for diagnosis of HM, and (iv) better treatment of patients. Much work still needs to be done in this field.

DEFINITION

HM can be described by the clinical situation, that is, it is impaired LV function at rest that is reversible by revascularization. Thus, Ross\textsuperscript{41} has described HM as a perfusion-contraction matching, which it is. However, in the normal heart and probably also in one with myocardial infarction (MI) and a high degree of interstitial fibrosis and of myocytes with myolysis or loss of sarcomeres, there is also a match between perfusion and contraction.\textsuperscript{42,43} Ross also suggested that sustained perfusion-contraction matching seen in acute experimental studies and some clinical settings be termed “short-term hibernation” and that chronic perfusion-contraction matching seen in clinical syndromes be called “chronic hibernation.”\textsuperscript{41} Some of the differences between short-term and chronic hibernation are shown in Table 1.

Hearse\textsuperscript{40} has defined HM as “exquisitely regulated tissue successfully adapting its activity to prevailing circumstances.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERMINOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subacute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MYOCARDIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hibernating</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some structural changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked structural changes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjacent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infarcted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIOR TO HIBERNATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute ischemic episode(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradual reduction of blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunning?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOVERY FROM HIBERNATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid/slow stunning may occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV function: normal or less abnormal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“Dedifferentiation” or “diffuse atrophy/wasting from prolonged inactivity and unloading of muscle” and varying degrees of degeneration/fibrosis from infarction.

Table 1. Some characteristics of various manifestations of hibernating myocardium.

Copyright © S. H. Rahimtoola.
HIBERNATION AND ISCHEMIA

The question of whether HM is ischemia or not is to some extent a semantic one depending on the definition of ischemia. Amazingly, even in 1994 there was no clear accepted definition of ischemia.40 If ischemia is defined as just a reduction of MBF, then HM is a form of ischemia. On the other hand, if one defines ischemia as a reduced MBF that is associated with evidence of an effect of reduced MBF (apart from reduced LV contraction), then HM is likely not ischemic myocardium. The definition of ischemia as an imbalance between supply and demand may be too simplistic; at a minimum, “demand” should be changed to “need.”44

One definition of ischemia could be: a reduction of MBF associated with perturbations of cardiac function(s) and/or structure.44 The definition could be modified or expanded to take care of special situations, such as “absolute” vs “relative” reduction of flow, anemia, specific biochemical abnormalities, removal of metabolites, release of cytokines, alteration of cardiac genes and gene products, etc. One could also subcategorize myocardial ischemia into physiological ischemia and/or biochemical ischemia as suggested by Hearse.40

Clinically, significant myocardial ischemia has been assumed to be present when there was some abnormality that could be demonstrated with the ischemic episode. Therefore, I had postulated that HM may not represent ischemia “in the strict sense.”4 Indeed, HM may be a unique pathophysiological state that we may not be able to characterize or define perfectly at the present time44, more research and data are needed. Hearse’s suggestion that it may be more appropriately viewed as an example of an “exquisitely regulated tissue successfully adapting its activity to prevailing circumstances” may be most apt.40

MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW IN HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM

There are at least seven studies that have documented reduced MBF in patients with HM,10 six of which measured MBF by positron emission tomography (PET) with use of [13N]ammonia.

1. Vanoverschelde et al45 reported on 17 patients who had no MI, had a totally occluded artery that supplied an area of myocardium that was collateral-dependent for flow, and had resting wall motion abnormality. MBF in dysfunctional LV segments was significantly lower than in normally functioning LV segments in the same 17 patients (77.1±24.6 vs 95.5±26.7 mL/min per 100 g; \( P<0.001 \); Table II).46-48 The importance of comparing MBF in HM with that in normal areas in the same heart can be appreciated from this study.46 MBF in normally functioning LV segments in these 17 patients was greater than that in another group of nine patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) and formal LV function (95.5±26 vs 82.7±18.0 mL/min per 100 g; \( P<0.05 \)).45,46 One reason for the increased MBF in the 17 patients with LV dysfunction was that these 17 patients had a 5.6% higher rate-pressure product and 21.7% larger LV volume than the nine patients with normal LV function,46 and thus their MVO2 needs would be greater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Myocardial blood flow (mL/min per 100 g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Areas with normal LV function*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanoverschelde et al45</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czernin et al47</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marzullo et al42</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivalkar et al43</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the same patients in each study. Mean±SD. † In each patient MBF was >2 SD below the mean in normals. ‡ Flameng, personal communication. Note: Sambuceti et al46 described six patients with LV dysfunction, all had MBF >2 SD below normal values (see text).

Table II. Myocardial blood flow at rest by PET using [13N]ammonia in hibernating myocardium (HM). Reprinted from reference 10, with permission.
2. Czernin et al\textsuperscript{47} reported on 22 patients with recent MI. They showed that MBF in mismatch regions was lower than in normal regions in the same patients (57±20 vs 83±20 mL/min per 100 g, \( P<0.05 \)). Of the 20 patients who had coronary arteriography, 10, 7, and 3 had one-, two-, and three-vessel disease, respectively.

3. Marzullo et al\textsuperscript{42} studied 14 patients with previous MI, infarct-related single-vessel CAD, and regional LV dysfunction. LV segments with impaired LV systolic pump function and metabolically viable myocardium had MBF that was >2 SD below the mean of normally contracting segments (42±12 vs 100±24 mL/min per 100 g).

4. Sambuceti et al\textsuperscript{48} studied 19 patients without MI, with totally occluded single-vessel CAD supplying myocardium that was dependent on collaterals for flow. 6 had wall motion abnormalities in the collateral-dependent myocardium. “All 6 with a wall motion abnormality showed flow values >2 SD below normal values.”\textsuperscript{48}

5. Shivalkar et al\textsuperscript{43} have shown that 18 of 50 patients undergoing CBS had reduced regional myocardial function (regional ejection fraction), reduced MBF, and normal metabolism (HM). The HM subgroup was the only subgroup that had improved regional ejection fraction after revascularization, MBF also increased after revascularization. Before revascularization, this subgroup had MBF that was 67±10% of control region. The mean 33% reduction in transmural MBF would be expected to result in reduction of subendocardial MBF of 55% to 60%.\textsuperscript{5,49} In these 18 patients, MBF in the HM was lower than in the control regions (63.8±12.8 vs 93.4±12.6 mL/min per 100 g; \( P<0.005 \); Flameng, personal communication).

6. Sun et al\textsuperscript{50} reported on MBF in five patients with mismatch. MBF in the mismatch region was 59±25 vs 81±26 mL/min/100 g in normal remote regions in the same patients, \( P=0.004 \).

7. Arani et al\textsuperscript{51} studied seven patients, using the inert gas technique for measurement of MBF. They showed, in collateral-dependent segments of a totally occluded left anterior descending coronary artery with wall motion abnormalities, that MBF was reduced (>2 SD below the mean) compared with normal subjects with the same rate-pressure product (38±8 vs 70±13 mL/min per 100 g)\textsuperscript{51,52} and with total MBF (normal plus abnormal flow regions) in the same patients (38±8 vs 51±8 mL/min per 100 g, \( P=0.02 \)).\textsuperscript{51}

For a detailed discussion of MBF in HM in patients, please see reference 10.

----

**DIAGNOSIS**

The diagnosis of HM in patients should be considered in the presence of LV dysfunction at rest, the causes of which are listed in Table III. The clinical diagnosis of HM is based on: (i) documenting LV dysfunction at rest, and (ii) documenting that this area of LV dysfunction at rest has viable myocardium (Table IV). It is relatively easy to document LV dysfunction at rest by either two-dimensional echocardiography, or radionuclide or contrast ventriculography. Demonstrating that the area of LV dysfunction at rest has viable myocardium at rest is easy in some patients and in others may be quite difficult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NORMAL</strong></th>
<th><strong>DYSFUNCTIONAL AT REST</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irreversibly damaged (infarcted)</td>
<td>Stunned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ISCHEMIC DUE TO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased myocardial needs* and/or</th>
<th>Reduced myocardial supply*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*For ( O_2 ), substrates, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Table III.} Some functional characteristics of LV myocardium.

\( \copyright \) S. H. Rahimtoola.

---

**DOCUMENTING LV DYSFUNCTION AT REST BY**

- Two-dimensional echocardiography
- Radionuclide ventriculography
- Contrast ventriculography

**DOCUMENTING AREA OF LV DYSFUNCTION HAS Viable MYOCARDIUM BY**

**Assessing regional function**
- LV wall thickness
- Change in LV wall motion:
  - Nitroglycerin
  - Postextrasystolic potentiation
  - Exercise
  - Catecholamine infusion, eg, dobutamine

**Assessing perfusion, membrane integrity, and metabolism**
- Thallium 201/Tc-99m sestamibi scintigraphy
- Positron emission tomography

\textbf{Table IV.} Diagnosis of hibernating myocardium.

\( \copyright \) S. H. Rahimtoola.
CLINICAL SYNDROMES

HM has been demonstrated to occur in a variety of clinical syndromes (Table V).

Chronic and unstable angina

Angina is usually the result of myocardial ischemia, which results in LV dysfunction; LV wall motion may be hypokinetic, akinetic, or even dyskinetic.

A large number of clinical studies have documented that LV dysfunction at rest can improve with revascularization. These studies show that HM is common in these clinical syndromes. After CBS, the best predictor of an improvement in resting LV ejection fraction is the number of viable, asynergic myocardial segments per patient, that is, the number of segments that were hibernating; there was no correlation with angina.63,65

The group from the University of Virginia,33,34 using quantitative thallium 201 imaging on exercise and redistribution, demonstrated that 64% (18 of 28) of patients with persistent thallium defects of 25% to 50% showed improvement or normalization after revascularization, whereas this improvement was seen in only 21% (3 of 14) of patients with persistent thallium defects of >50%. Bonow, Dilsizian, and coworkers35,68 documented that approximately 50% of LV wall segments that show a persistent thallium 201 defect on redistribution or delayed studies after exercise have HM that improves or returns to normal after revascularization.

It appears that reinjection of thallium identifies viable myocardium in 31% to 49% of myocardial regions considered irreversible using conventional 3- to 4-hour redistribution images.39,69-71 La Canna et al160 have studied 33 patients with dobutamine echocardiography. Of 314 myocardial segments that were akinetic preoperatively, 160 (51%) were normal and 19 (6%) were hypokinetic 3 months after CBS. More recently, the group from the Mayo Clinic showed that 33% of patients undergoing CBS had HM,73 and Shivalkar and coworkers43 very carefully and precisely documented that HM was present in 18 of 50 (36%) patients undergoing CBS.

The frequency of HM in stable and unstable angina has been documented. Carlson et al55 showed that it was present in 75% (18 of 24) of patients with unstable angina and in only 28% (5 of 18) of patients with stable angina. We have shown that long-term (10-year) survival after CBS was significantly better in patients with unstable angina and preoperative LV dysfunction than in those with stable angina and preoperative LV dysfunction;4 up to 6 years after surgery, survival in patients with unstable angina was similar to that in patients with unstable or stable angina who had normal preoperative LV function.4 This finding is compatible with the hypothesis that it is more usual for the preoperative abnormal LV to improve or return to normal in patients with unstable angina than in those with stable angina.

Acute myocardial infarction

HM is known to occur in a region of LV wall at a distance from the area of MI (Figure 2).4 This finding was hypokinetic 3 months after CBS. More recently, the group from the Mayo Clinic showed that 33% of patients undergoing CBS had HM,73 and Shivalkar and coworkers43 very carefully and precisely documented that HM was present in 18 of 50 (36%) patients undergoing CBS.

Figure 2. Preoperative ventriculogram of a patient with severe four-vessel CAD and ejection fraction of 0.45. After CBS, LV function was normal (ejection fraction of 0.65). This shows a good example of the difference between the hibernating and stunned myocardium. The anterior wall is hibernating and the inferior wall is stunned. However, since it is possible that blood flow may not have been fully restored to the posterior descending artery, the inferior wall could have been hibernating as well. AMI = acute myocardial infarction. Reprinted from reference 4, with permission.
suggests that LV dysfunction away from the area of a first infarct is presumptive evidence of HM in that area until proven otherwise. HM is also known to occur in the LV wall in the area of MI (Figure 3)\(^74\).

Adams and coworkers\(^75\) have studied 41 patients at an average of 8 days after a first acute MI; all patients had received thrombolytic therapy. Using PET, they demonstrated mismatch (HM) in 78% of the patients; 31% of patients had a large area of mismatch. This study documents the frequency of HM in the setting of acute MI after thrombolytic therapy.

Using PET, Tamaki et al\(^76\) demonstrated increased \(^{18}\)F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake, indicating HM, in 48 of 84 (57%) patients after MI. At follow-up, a cardiac event (cardiac death, nonfatal MI, unstable angina, and late revascularization) occurred in 3% of patients with no increase in FDG and in 33% of patients who had increased FDG uptake. It is noteworthy that 16 of 17 patients who had a subsequent event had an increase in FDG uptake. Multivariate analysis showed that an increase in FDG uptake was the most significant predictor of a subsequent cardiac event (\(P=0.0006\)), followed by the number of diseased vessels (\(P=0.008\)). This study demonstrates that HM occurs in many patients after MI and is associated with a high incidence of subsequent cardiac events.

Montalescot et al\(^77\) performed a randomized trial of percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) versus no PTCA of the infarct-related artery 6 weeks after acute MI in patients who had single-vessel disease with no clinical or exercise-induced evidence of myocardial ischemia. Patients who were randomized to PTCA had increased coronary blood flow, an improvement in the thallium 201 pathologic:normal ratio after exercise, and improved LV wall motion. LV ejection fraction did not change significantly (0.51±0.03 to 0.52±0.04) in the group randomized to no PTCA, whereas it increased from 0.48±0.03 to 0.51±0.04 (\(P<0.04\)) in the PTCA group. This study demonstrates the occurrence of HM in the infarcted area or in an area that was presumed to be infarcted as well as the improvement in LV function after revascularization of HM.

Brunken and coworkers\(^78\) studied 20 patients with chronic Q waves on the ECG. Of 31 dysfunctional LV segments, 6 (20%) had perfusion-metabolism mismatch (HM) on PET studies. This study suggests that some patients with an old MI and chronic Q waves on the ECG may have HM.

**Heart failure and/or severe LV dysfunction**

Akins et al\(^53\) studied two patients with heart failure but without angina; they were shown to have severe CAD and stress-induced ischemia. CBS improved the

---

**Figure 3.** Ventriculography in a patient with acute MI. A 48-year-old woman who sustained an acute MI in the anterior wall was treated with tissue plasminogen activator 2 hours after onset of chest pain. Twenty-four hours later, the patient had recurrent angina and underwent emergency cardiac catheterization and coronary angioplasty. A tracing of right antero-oblique left ventriculogram is shown. Left panel, anterior akinesis/dyskinesis after thrombolytic therapy. The patient underwent percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) of a high-grade stenosis of left anterior descending and circumflex coronary arteries. Right panel, repeat ventriculography 1 week later demonstrated dramatic recovery of abnormal wall motion and improvement in global systolic function. \(EF = \) ejection fraction. From Kalemek and Rahimtoola. Assessment of the survivors of acute MI: the case for coronary angiography. Reprinted from reference 10, with permission.
abnormal resting LV function and clinical heart failure. Shanes et al.\(^{79}\) reported on a patient with heart failure and presumed dilated LV. The patient had severe CAD with stress-induced ischemia and the LV dysfunction returned to normal after CBS.

Data from patients referred for cardiac transplantation to UCLA have been presented, which are most interesting and important. Luu et al.\(^{80}\) reported on a gradual improvement in LV function over a 1-year postoperative period in one patient in whom revascularization instead of transplantation was carried out (Table VI).

Among the 207 patients evaluated for heart transplantation from 1984 to 1990, 22 (11%) had CBS instead of transplantation and their 40-month actuarial survival was 72%, almost all of the deaths were perioperative.\(^{81}\) More recently, Duong et al.\(^{82}\) reported on 112 patients with a diagnosis of idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy who were referred for cardiac transplantation from April 1987 to July 1994. The LV ejection fraction was \(\leq 0.35\) and on PET studies 38 (34%) had perfusion-metabolism mismatch (HM). With CBS, hospital mortality was 10% and the 5-year survival was 71.4%. These studies document that patients with chronic resistant heart failure due to CAD or to presumed idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy may have HM that needs to be diagnosed and appropriately treated early.

Lee et al.\(^{83}\) studied 50 patients with perfusion-metabolism mismatch (HM) who were revascularized; they had a 4% mortality and a 4% incidence of angina/MI, whereas 21 patients who were not revascularized had a mortality of 14%, and angina/MI occurred in 62%. Using PET, Eitzman et al.\(^{84}\) studied 82 patients with an LV ejection fraction of 0.34±0.13. HM, indicated by a mismatch on PET, was present in 54% (44 of 82) of patients. On follow-up, death or MI had occurred in 5% (2 of 38) of patients who had no hibernation, in 4% (1 of 26) of patients who had HM and were revascularized, and in 50% (9 of 18) of patients who had HM but were not revascularized. DiCarli et al.\(^{85}\) from UCLA have presented results in patients with severe LV dysfunction (ejection fraction 0.25±0.07) who had angina or were referred for cardiac transplantation. HM, demonstrated by PET, was present in 46% (43 of 93) of patients. Patients with HM who were revascularized had a much lower incidence of cardiac death than those who were not revascularized (4% vs 33%, 2-year actuarial survival, 88% vs 50%, \(P=0.03\)).

These studies demonstrate the presence of HM in many patients with severe LV dysfunction with or without heart failure; the incidence of death or MI was high in patients who were not revascularized. As was mentioned earlier, Ragosta et al.\(^{86}\) have shown, using multivariate analysis, that the postrevascularization improvement in LV ejection fraction was predicted by the number of viable, asynergic myocardial segments per patient, that is, the number of myocardial segments that were hibernating, angina was not correlated.

### Role of hibernating myocardium in heart failure

LV dysfunction is an important consequence of CAD and results from acute myocardial ischemia, HM, or MI. Stunning may be superimposed on any of these syndromes. It may eventually lead to heart failure (Figure 4). Occasionally, however, CAD produces a mechanical defect (eg, mitral regurgitation, ventricular septal defect) that may result in clinical heart failure without significant LV systolic dysfunction. Myocardial stunning, which is a “short-term” phenomenon, may supervene on myocardial ischemia, hibernation, or MI, and exacerbates LV dysfunction. LV dysfunction from any cause results in, or contributes to, myocardial ischemia by increasing myocardial oxygen need and reducing coronary blood flow.\(^{86}\) Structural changes commonly occur in LV dysfunction, which, if it persists, may lead to heart failure. HM can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Left ventricular end-diastolic dimension (mm)</th>
<th>Doppler mitral regurgitation</th>
<th>Radionuclide ejection fraction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks postoperatively</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 weeks postoperatively</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year postoperatively*</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Stevenson, personal communication, 1992.

**Table VI.** Left ventricular function before and after coronary artery bypass grafting. Reprinted from reference 80, with permission.
partially or completely restored to normal with therapy; LV systolic dysfunction may normalize or be improved. The extent and time to improvement of LV function is dependent on the adequacy of revascularization and the extent and severity of myocardial changes that had been present prior to revascularization. Thus, LV dysfunction or heart failure caused or exacerbated by HM can be improved with appropriate therapy. On the other hand, if the HM is not appropriately treated in a timely manner, it may be associated with progressive cellular damage, recurrent myocardial ischemia, MI, heart failure, and death.87

**Anomalous origin of left coronary artery from pulmonary artery (ALCAPA)**

This syndrome85-94 is a congenital anomaly. The clinical picture is varied; LV dysfunction is common but LV function may be normal in myocardial ischemia and MI may occur. HM may be present because of chronic reduction of MBF, detailed pathological and ultrastructural changes have been documented.93 After reimplantation of the coronary artery into the aorta, LV function improves and even normalizes.74,88-92 The improvement in LV function may be rapid or slow over 12 or more months, and is dependent on the severity of structural changes of HM. The extent of irreversibly damaged myocardium will determine the extent of postoperative LV dysfunction. LV dilatation occurs as a result of LV dysfunction and MI. Associated mitral regurgitation is due to the LV dilatation and MI. Surgery consists of excising a button of the pulmonary artery surrounding the ostium of the left coronary artery and anastomosing the button of the pulmonary artery with the left coronary artery into the aorta; the mitral regurgitation may or may not need surgical attention. Early diagnosis and surgery is important.

**TREATMENT OF HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM**

The most definitive evidence of improvement of HM has been with revascularization either by percutaneous catheter techniques or CBS. * The aim is to obtain complete myocardial revascularization, or alternatively, as complete a revascularization as is possible. The decision to perform revascularization and by which technique is made after a consideration of several

---

*References 1, 2, 4, 11, 17, 26, 29, 30, 33-35, 50, 54, 56-67.

**Figure 4.** Sequelae of CAD. CAD may result in myocardial ischemia, hibernation, or MI, all of which are associated with LV dysfunction. Hibernation may also be associated with subsequent acute ischemia or MI. Stunning may be superimposed on ischemia or HM upon reperfusion. Both hibernating and stunned myocardium can be present in patients who have MI. By definition, stunning usually improves spontaneously over a period of time. LV dysfunction, with or without associated structural changes, may produce clinical heart failure. Except for infarcted myocardial tissue, all other states are potentially reversible with appropriate and timely treatment. S = myocardial stunning. Reprinted from reference 87, with permission.
factors (Table VII) (i) the suitability of the coronary arteries for revascularization; (ii) the extent of HM; (iii) the risks of revascularization; and (iv) estimation of functional recovery after revascularization. Symptoms are of secondary consideration. The greater the severity of angina, the greater the need for revascularization. Heart failure symptoms also may signify a very significant need for revascularization. Since all the factors to be considered in recommending revascularization cannot be accurately quantitated at the present time, there is a need for clinical judgment in the decision to recommend revascularization.

**RECOVERY OF MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION**

The rate of recovery of resting LV dysfunction after revascularization and the study of the morphologic changes in the dysfunctional myocardium may allow us to characterize clinical HM as acute, subacute, or chronic (Figure 5).87,95

![Diagram of hibernating myocardium](image)

**Figure 5.** Rates of recovery (rapid to very slow) of LV function after increasing coronary blood flow in HM. The role of stunned myocardium (S) and of structural changes (SC) in the myocardium is shown (see text). The possible range of acute, subacute, and chronic HM based on rate of recovery of LV function is illustrated. Adapted from reference 108, reprinted with permission.

**Figure 6.** An example of HM. The patient had severe (95% to 99%) stenosis of the proximal left anterior descending coronary artery. At rest, the anterior LV wall was severely hypokinetic or akinetic and the LVEF was 0.48. Immediately after successful percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA), LV wall motion and EF were normal. LVEDV = Left ventricular end-diastolic volume. Reprinted from reference 109, with permission.
When HM recovers “immediately” or very rapidly after revascularization (Figure 6), it is presumptive evidence that the myocardium is normal or almost normal. This is confirmed by electron microscopic studies of transmural myocardial biopsy samples in patients undergoing CBS and by histologic examination at autopsy. Acute experimental studies of hibernation (short-term HM) also confirm this.

**Chronic**

After revascularization, it may take HM up to 1 year to recover (Table VI). Electron microscopic studies of transmural myocardial biopsy samples taken at CBS have demonstrated marked abnormalities. The most striking features are loss of myofibrillar content and excessive accumulation of glycogen; these can be expected to take time to recover after revascularization. Animal models of a longer duration of reduced coronary blood flow are being developed.

**Subacute**

Data presented by Matsuzaki et al. from an experimental study showed that after 5 hours of reduced perfusion and reduced contraction and little or no MI (hibernation) reperfusion was followed by a gradual recovery of LV function over a 7-day period. This most likely represents stunning following reperfusion. Animal models of a longer duration of reduced coronary blood flow are being developed.

**IMPORTANCE FOR CLINICIANS**

It is important to point out that the outcome of patients with CAD is determined not only by the extent and severity of CAD but also by the amount of LV myocardium that is or can be irreversibly damaged. The myocardium that may be irreversibly damaged (the amount of myocardium that is at risk) is the myocardium that is hibernating and/or which is at risk from acute ischemic episodes (Table III).

In patients with LV dysfunction at rest, the combination(s) of irreversibly damaged myocardium and HM at risk that may be present in a patient are shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII. Possible combinations of myocardial state and its function at rest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myocardium</th>
<th>LV dysfunction at rest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irreversibly damaged</td>
<td>+ + + – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viable and at risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hibernating</td>
<td>– + – + –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ischemic on “stress”</td>
<td>– – + – –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copyright © S. H. Rahimtoola.
the HM is able to reduce LV dysfunction and the amount of myocardium at risk. This may prolong life and reduce and/or correct clinical heart failure and the symptomatic state of the patient.

In the following section of this issue, three authors will focus on aspects that were discussed only briefly here: Gerd Heusch will detail the mechanisms of myocardial hibernation, while Robert Bonow shows how to diagnose myocardial hibernation. For his part, Giovanni La Canna expounds the contributions of the surgical and pharmacological approaches to the treatment of the hibernating myocardium.
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Hibernating Myocardium

Expert Answers to Three Key Questions

1. What are the underlying mechanisms of myocardial hibernation?
   
   G. Heusch

2. How is it possible to diagnose myocardial hibernation?
   
   R.O. Bonow

3. Treating myocardial hibernation: surgery, pharmacology, or both?
   
   G. La Canna
The concept of myocardial hibernation did not originate in the laboratory, instead it was entirely founded on clinical grounds when, in the mid eighties, Rahimtoola reviewed the results of coronary bypass surgery trials and identified a subset of patients with coronary artery disease and chronic left ventricular dysfunction that improved upon revascularization. The observed reduction of contractile function was viewed as an adaptive response to the reduction in blood flow, and this regulatory event was thought to avoid an ongoing energetic deficit and thereby maintain myocardial integrity and viability.

Experimental models looking at myocardial hibernation on a timescale of months to years, as occurring clinically, are not available. However, the concept of myocardial hibernation has gained support from well-controlled animal studies on a timescale of several hours. Such models of short-term myocardial hibernation have revealed several essential features:

- perfusion-contraction matching;
- metabolic and energetic recovery;
- persistent inotropic reserve;
- lack of necrosis.

In most animal models of short-term hibernation the observation period was not long enough to follow the recovery of contractile function upon reperfusion.

The situation of myocardial hibernation is thus quite different from that of stunning and ischemic preconditioning, which are both primarily laboratory phenomena and have subsequently found clinical counterparts. Mechanistic information, which is usually derived from establishing experimental models and plentiful for stunning and ischemic preconditioning, is therefore scarce for myocardial hibernation and entirely limited to models of short-term hibernation.

**ENERGY METABOLISM AND SHORT-TERM MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION**

In anesthetized pigs with controlled coronary hypoperfusion, creatine phosphate is quickly reduced following the onset of ischemia/hypoperfusion. However, with ongoing ischemia at an unchanged level of coronary hypoperfusion and of regional contractile dysfunction, creatine phosphate recovers to control values over 60 to 90 minutes. ATP is somewhat reduced, but remains stable at that reduced level. Model calculations indicated a return of the free energy change of ATP hydrolysis to control values, and we have recently confirmed these calculations by direct measurements of ATP, creatine phosphate, creatine, and inorganic phosphate. These data support the concept of an active and adaptive downreg-
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ADENOSINE AND SHORT-TERM MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION

Adenosine is a key trigger and mediator of ischemic preconditioning. Endogenous adenosine is released during ischemia and might act through a number of secondary mechanisms, such as inhibition of norepinephrine release from sympathetic nerve terminals, inhibition of adenylate cyclase, or inhibition of L-type calcium channels, to attenuate the decrease in high-energy phosphates and the increase in intracellular calcium, thereby preserving myocardial viability. However, a role of endogenous adenosine in the development of short-term hibernation has been excluded using the above criteria. In an anesthetized pig preparation with 90 minutes' controlled coronary hypoperfusion, increased catabolism of endogenous adenosine by intracoronary infusion of adenosine deaminase did not alter perfusion-contraction matching and recovery of metabolic parameters (creatine phosphate, lactate), did not impair inotropic reserve, and did not induce necrosis (Figure 1).

K<sub>ATP</sub> CHANNEL ACTIVATION AND SHORT-TERM MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION

Activation of K<sub>ATP</sub> channels is a key event in ischemic preconditioning; conversely, blockade of K<sub>ATP</sub> channels prevents ischemic preconditioning. Activation of K<sub>ATP</sub> channels reduces action potential duration and...
The attenuation of calcium overload during ischemia may act to preserve myocardial integrity and viability. In an anesthetized pig preparation with 90 minutes' controlled coronary hypoperfusion, KATP channels were indeed activated, as indicated by reduced action potential duration. However, blockade of KATP channels with glibenclamide abolished the reduction in action potential duration, but failed to alter perfusion-contraction matching and the recovery of metabolic parameters (creatine phosphate, lactate), did not impair inotropic reserve, and did not induce necrosis (Figure 2). Thus, activation of KATP channels is not the underlying mechanism of short-term hibernation.

**β-ADRENOCEPTORS AND SHORT-TERM MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION**

β-Adrenoceptor density and affinity are not altered in a porcine model of short-term hibernation. The maintained inotropic response to dobutamine also excludes an uncoupling of β-adrenoceptor activation from the subsequent signal cascade. However, detailed analyses of adrenergic signal cascade in hibernation are not available.

**ACIDOSIS AND TRIGGERING EVENTS IN SHORT-TERM MYOCARDIAL HIBERNATION**

A metabolic adaptation to severe sustained (4 hours) low-flow ischemia was evident in isolated buffer-perfused rabbit hearts when there was a preceding short episode (10 min) of no-flow ischemia. In these hearts, the early decline in contractile function was more pronounced and significantly faster than in control hearts that did not have the brief episode of no-flow ischemia. The rapid decline in contractile function during the brief episode of no-flow ischemia was accompanied by a greater decrease in interstitial and intracellular pH, and the contractile quiescence was attributed to a faster development of myocardial acidosis. The faster achievement of contractile quiescence, in turn, was thought to facilitate the balance between energy supply and demand. Indeed, hearts with a preceding episode of low-flow ischemia had
better recovery of contractile function and less creatine kinase release upon reperfusion.

Protection from infarction was also found in anesthetized pigs when a sustained (80 minutes) low-flow ischemia was preceded by a short (10 minutes) episode of no-flow ischemia. The reduction in infarct size, as compared to hearts undergoing 90 minutes’ low-flow ischemia without a preceding episode of no-flow ischemia, was not related to acidosis and could be prevented by the KATP channel blocker glibenclamide, indicating that the protection afforded by the initial stimulus/trigger of very severe ischemia was related to ischemic preconditioning without an intervening reperfusion.

Thus, the role of an initial trigger as well as the importance of acidosis in the development of short-term hibernation remain to be better defined. An initial trigger of severe ischemia, however, may represent a link between hibernation and ischemic preconditioning.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The triggers and mediators of myocardial hibernation are still poorly understood. I propose a
conceptual three-stage model of hibernation:

- Very rapidly after a reduction in coronary blood flow, a biochemical mechanism is switched on which reduces contractile function and restores the energy balance between energy supply/blood flow and energy demand/contractile function. Adenosine and activation of K_ATP channels are not important here, but acidosis and reduced calcium responsiveness deserve to be studied in more detail.

- With prolongation of ischemia, the expression of a number of genes and subsequently proteins is increased. Alterations in the amount and activity of calcium-handling proteins may decrease contractile function and thus replace or add to the initial biochemical mechanism in reducing contractile function. No data are available here.

- Increased expression of genes and proteins involved in apoptosis may induce controlled cardiac myocyte death and thus improve blood supply to the surviving cardiac myocytes. No data are available here.

The semantic distinction between hibernation, stunning, and ischemic preconditioning may be clearer than the reality. Triggering events may link hibernation and ischemic preconditioning, and with some residual blood flow a component of reperfusion/stunning may be superimposed on hibernation.

Further reading


How is it possible to diagnose myocardial hibernation?

Robert O. Bonow, MD
Division of Cardiology - Northwestern University Medical School - 250 East Superior Street, Suite 524 - Chicago, Ill 60611, USA

In recent years, it has become well recognized that impaired left ventricular (LV) function in patients with chronic coronary artery disease (CAD) is often not an irreversible process representing previous myocardial infarction, as myocardial revascularization procedures may result in substantial improvement in regional and global LV function in many patients. The identification of viable myocardium has important prognostic and therapeutic implications. As a result, diagnostic testing to evaluate the potential for recovery of viable but dysfunctional myocardium has become an important component of the clinical assessment of patients with chronic CAD and LV dysfunction.

The mechanism for improved systolic function after revascularization is the subject of considerable ongoing debate, as persistent but reversible LV dysfunction may arise either from repeated episodes of myocardial ischemia leading to repetitive stunning, or from chronic myocardial hypoperfusion leading to myocardial hibernation, or a combination of these processes. It is clear, however, that many patients have evidence of reduced regional myocardial blood flow under resting conditions with associated contractile dysfunction, and that restoration of blood flow under resting conditions is associated with significant improvement in regional wall motion and ejection fraction.

These characteristics fulfill the definition of myocardial hibernation.

It has been estimated that between 25% and 40% of patients with chronic CAD and global LV dysfunction have the potential for significant improvement in LV ejection fraction after revascularization. The differentiation of viable from nonviable myocardium is an important diagnostic issue in patients being considered for revascularization, as bypass surgery or angioplasty are associated with an increased risk of morbidity and mortality in patients with LV dysfunction. However, these are also the patients with the most to gain from revascularization.

There are several clinically available methods that can be employed as accurate physiologic markers of viability. Indexes of regional coronary blood flow, regional wall motion, and regional systolic wall thickening are accurate markers of viability if they are normal or near-normal. However, these indexes have major limitations in identifying viable myocardium when they are reduced or absent, as regional perfusion and systolic function will be severely reduced or absent, by definition, in hibernating myocardium, despite maintenance of tissue viability.

Techniques to assess cellular metabolic processes, cell membrane...
intensity, and myocardial contractile reserve have intrinsic advantages over indexes of resting function and blood flow. Nuclear cardiology techniques, involving single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) as well as positron emission tomography (PET), can be used to investigate perfusion, cell membrane integrity, and metabolic activity, and dobutamine echocardiography can assess myocardial contractile reserve. Thus, SPECT, PET, or echocardiography can provide critically important viability information in patients with LV dysfunction.

**POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY**

PET has become an established method for demonstrating viable myocardium in patients with compromised LV function, by demonstrating intact metabolic activity in regions of severely underperfused and dysfunctional myocardium. For this purpose, $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is used as a marker of regional exogenous glucose utilization and compared regional perfusion data. Regions with enhanced FDG uptake relative to perfusion (termed the FDG-blood flow “mismatch”) represent ischemic or hibernating myocardium that has preferentially shifted its metabolic substrate toward glucose rather than fatty acids or lactate. Several studies, involving a total of 146 patients, have shown that preserved metabolic activity in myocardial regions with reduced blood flow is an accurate clinical marker of viable myocardium, with an average positive predictive value of 82% and negative predictive value of 83% in identifying regions that will manifest improved function after revascularization. Moreover, the extent and magnitude of FDG-blood flow mismatch can be used to predict the magnitude of recovery in global LV function after revascularization.

**PATIENT OUTCOME**

The increase in LV ejection fraction after revascularization in patients with FDG-blood flow mismatch also appears to translate into an improvement in prognosis, as myocardial revascularization in patients with LV dysfunction and FDG-blood flow mismatch enhances survival significantly compared to the survival of similar patients treated medically. The improvement in LV function after revascularization, as predicted by FDG-blood flow mismatch, is also associated with a significant improvement in symptoms of congestive heart failure. It should be pointed out that the few studies addressing prognosis share several common limitations. These were retrospective, nonrandomized studies involving relatively small numbers of patients. The factors selecting some patients for revascularization and others for medical therapy are unspecified, and it is unclear if other predictors of outcome, such as severity of angina or inducible myocardial ischemia, were used to guide the selection toward revascularization. Although more definitive data are required before full conclusions can be drawn, these data nonetheless suggest that patients with impaired LV function and FDG-blood flow mismatch are a subgroup of patients who may have substantial improvement in outcome if identified and treated by myocardial revascularization. These patients appear to have the potential for improved LV function, improved symptoms, and improved survival.

**THALLIUM 201 IMAGING**

The uptake and retention of thallium 201 is an active process that is a function of cell viability and cell membrane activity, as well as blood flow. Hence, thallium 201 should in theory be taken up and retained by myocardial regions that also retain FDG and other metabolic tracers. Thallium redistribution, even in asynergic regions, predicts improvement of regional contraction after revascularization. The two imaging protocols that have been shown to have the greatest value for viability assessment are stress-redistribution-reinjection imaging and rest-distribution imaging.

**THALLIUM REINJECTION TECHNIQUES**

The reinjection of thallium at rest immediately after the standard 4-hour redistribution image overcomes many of the limitations of standard stress-redistribution imaging and may be used to assess viability in myocardium with apparently irreversible thallium defects on standard early or late redistribution images. Up to 49% of “irreversible” defects on 4-hour redistribution studies demonstrate improved or normal uptake after thallium reinjection.

That the uptake of thallium after reinjection represents viable myocardium is substantiated in revascularization studies. Among 95 patients reported in 9 studies of stress-redistribution-reinjection SPECT imaging, the cumulative positive and negative predictive accuracies were 69% and 89%, respectively, for predictive improved regional function 3 to 6 months after revascularization. This experience indicates that thallium reinjection imaging yields a higher negative predictive value, owing to its higher sensitivity, and a lower positive predictive value, owing to its lower specificity, compared to metabolic PET imaging.
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REST-REDISTRIBUTION THALLIUM IMAGING

The demonstration of exercise-induced ischemia in a patient with LV dysfunction has important prognostic implications in that under most conditions it identifies that patient as a candidate for revascularization therapy. Thus, exercise-redistribution-reinjection thallium protocols are attractive, as they provide important information regarding both myocardial ischemia and myocardial viability. However, in many patients, the sole clinical issue to be addressed is the viability of one or more regions of dysfunctional LV myocardium, and not whether there is also inducible ischemia. In such patients, rest-redistribution thallium imaging is a practical approach that can yield accurate viability data. It is essential to obtain not only initial images (indicating regional perfusion) but also subsequent redistribution images. Although early investigations more than a decade ago yielded mixed results regarding the predictive accuracy of rest-redistribution imaging, recent studies indicate that a quantitative analysis of regional thallium activity in rest-redistribution studies predicts recovery of regional LV function and compares favorably to the results of thallium exercise-reinjection imaging. Four recent studies of rest-redistribution SPECT imaging, involving 83 patients, have shown positive and negative predictive accuracies of 69% and 92%, respectively, for improvement in regional LV function after revascularization. The similarity of stress-distribution-reinjection imaging and rest-redistribution imaging in predicting functional recovery is not surprising, given the excellent concordance in regional thallium activity between these two thallium methods when studied in the same patients.

PATIENT OUTCOME

Similar to outcome studies with PET, recovery of LV function after revascularization in patients with evidence of myocardial viability by thallium 201 imaging also appears to translate into an improvement in prognosis, although the prognostic implications of viability assessment using thallium imaging are less well advanced at present. Thallium imaging may also identify those patients with LV dysfunction who should not undergo myocardial revascularization. Patients with impaired LV function who have no evidence of viability in dysfunctional regions, or who have only a small number of viable regions, appear to have a significantly greater mortality after revascularization surgery than do patients who undergo revascularization with evidence of extensive viable myocardium in the dysfunctional segments. Thus, assessment of myocardial viability with thallium 201 imaging may provide critically important data for risk stratification and revascularization decision-making in patients with CAD and LV dysfunction.

TECHNETIUM 99m SESTAMIBI IMAGING

Unlike thallium 201, Tc 99m sestamibi does not redistribute appreciably after an injection during exercise or at rest. Thus, sestamibi may have inherent disadvantages relative to thallium for viability assessment, especially in situations in which resting blood flow is reduced. This concept is supported by studies demonstrating that rest-exercise sestamibi imaging underestimates viable myocardium in patients with chronic CAD and LV dysfunction compared to exercise-redistribution-reinjection thallium imaging. Further evidence for the underestimation of myocardial viability was demonstrated when Tc 99m sestamibi was compared with thallium reinjection or positron emission tomography.

QUANTITATION OF REGIONAL SESTAMIBI ACTIVITY

Recent studies have reported more promising results with quantitation of regional Tc 99m sestamibi activity to increase the accuracy of detecting viable myocardium. Sestamibi activity correlates with preserved metabolic activity, histologic markers of cellular viability, and improvement in ventricular function after revascularization. There is a high concordance between quantitative resting thallium and Tc 99m sestamibi activities in viable segments of patients with regional LV dysfunction. Of greater importance, however, has been the finding in two studies that analysis of Tc 99m sestamibi activity has high positive and negative predictive values for the recovery of ventricular function following coronary revascularization, which are similar to those obtained with thallium imaging. It has also been proposed that the administration of nitroglycerin prior to the acquisition of resting Tc 99m sestamibi images may enhance viability detection, as the resting perfusion defect size is reduced with nitroglycerin administration in the majority of patients who manifest functional recovery after revascularization.

SPECT METABOLIC MARKERS

The role of SPECT imaging using metabolic tracers has been less extensively studied compared to the large number of patients studied with FDG PET or with thallium 201 or Tc 99m sestamibi. Technetium-
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Based or iodinated fatty acids have been studied in preliminary trials and appear promising. In addition, the ability to image PET tracers such as FDG, using high energy collimators, is a new and unique application of current SPECT technology that may allow more routine use of PET tracers for viability assessment. The accuracy of SPECT imaging of PET tracers for this purpose in patients before and after revascularization is now undergoing extensive evaluation, with promising initial results.

**DOBUTAMINE ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY**

Dobutamine echocardiography to assess inotropic reserve in viable myocardium has also shown considerable promise in assessing myocardial viability, in keeping with the presence of residual inotropic reserve in stunned and/or hibernating myocardium that may be elicited through catecholamine stimulation. The available data indicate that more patients and more myocardial segments appear viable based on thallium imaging than with dobutamine echocardiography, suggesting that myocardial perfusion imaging with SPECT is more sensitive in detecting viable myocardium. Regional discordance has also been noted, with greater evidence of viability in the anterior and septal regions with thallium scintigraphy compared to dobutamine echocardiography. Similarly, a greater number of dysfunctional myocardial segments have been identified as viable by PET than by echocardiography, indicating that there are regions of viable myocardium that are metabolically active but lack inotropic reserve. The regions with discordant findings between the two techniques tend to be those in which blood flow is reduced at rest and are presumably hibernating. In contrast, there is an excellent agreement between PET and dobutamine echocardiography in identifying dysfunctional myocardial regions that have preserved blood flow at rest and are presumably stunned.

Despite the potential for reduced predictive power of dobutamine echocardiography in chronic CAD, the positive and negative predictive values of this technique are excellent for identifying dysfunctional myocardium that will improve in function after revascularization. In the last 4 years, 15 studies of 402 patients with chronic CAD and LV dysfunction undergoing dobutamine echocardiography before revascularization have demonstrated that the predictive accuracy of this method regarding recovery of LV function after revascularization is equivalent to that achieved using PET or thallium SPECT protocols. The cumulative positive predictive accuracy of dobutamine echocardiography is 83%, with a negative predictive accuracy of 81%.

**CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS**

Nuclear cardiology techniques have the unique potential to distinguish viable from fibrotic myocardium on the basis of perfusion, cell membrane integrity, and metabolic activity, thereby providing greater precision than can be achieved by assessment of regional anatomy or function. In addition, dobutamine echocardiography is also superbly suited to assess myocardial contractile reserve. The unresolved issues are the relative efficacy of these methods when applied to larger numbers of patients than reported to date, as well as the precise identification of patients most likely to benefit from this assessment. Although roughly 85% of dysfunctional myocardial regions identified as viable by these various imaging techniques may improve after revascularization, it is unlikely that this will actually lead to clinical benefit in 85% of patients. Whether or not a clinically relevant change in ventricular performance occurs, and whether this translates into improved lifestyle and prognosis, will depend upon a number of factors, many of which are only poorly defined at present. The amount of dysfunctional but viable myocardium certainly is one such factor. However, the identification of viable myocardium is not in itself an indication for revascularization. As in any other patient with CAD, this decision should be based on clinical presentation, coronary anatomy, LV function, and evidence of inducible ischemia. The knowledge that a large region of LV myocardium is viable rather than irreversibly damaged will aid in this decision-making process.
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In patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) and left ventricular dysfunction, the presence of myocardial viability is a marker of clinical instability and unfavorable prognosis, unless the myocardium is reperfused. Identification of viable myocardium is therefore essential to the final outcome, particularly in cases of cardiac failure. Development of heart failure in CAD is a complex process involving recurrent ischemia, stunning, hibernation, and fibrosis. Surgical revascularization is, at present, the best therapeutic solution for myocardial hibernation. Pharmacological treatment is useful adjunct to optimize surgical results and reduce symptoms of heart failure, although no specific pharmacotherapy can be recommended at present. Contractile recovery linked to surgical revascularization is determined by completeness of revascularization, myocardial protection, postsurgical stunning, and transmural extension of the subendocardial damage.

The hibernating myocardium is a unique clinical condition in which myocytes downregulate contraction and avoid the occurrence of necrosis, maintaining viability. How long this condition can persist is, at present, unknown. The histopathological changes documented from biopsies performed on patients with a prolonged contractile dysfunction clearly suggest time-dependency. Intracellular glycogen increases and extracellular matrix proteins (such as desmins, tubulin, and vinculin) accumulate. Thin filament complexes are reduced, and the remaining myofibrils and the sarcoplasmic reticulum are disorganized. Several small “doughnut-like” mitochondria are often observed. Up to a certain degree of severity, these degenerative alterations appear to be reversible and can play an important role in determining the likelihood of contractile recovery upon reperfusion.

It follows that the hibernating myocardium is a therapeutic target of coronary artery disease (CAD) aimed at preventing structural remodeling and avoiding development of further fibrosis. Clinical studies suggest that the presence of myocardial viability in CAD patients with ventricular dysfunction is a marker of unfavorable prognosis and clinical instability unless the myocardium is reperfused. It follows that revascularization is the primary therapeutic goal of the hibernating myocardium, and contractile recovery after revascularization is the clinical standard that defines this condition.

HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM AND HEART FAILURE: THE ROLE OF SURGICAL REvascularization

In CAD patients, it is quite common for an initial ventricular dysfunction to lead to a cardiomyopathy, which is a primary indication of heart transplantation, accounting for 40% to 50% of transplantations performed. Development of cardiac failure in CAD is a complex process involving several different pathophysiological mechanisms such as recurrent ischemia, stunning, hibernation, and fibrosis. All these conditions may result in progressive remodeling with consequent further ventricular dilatation, increased parietal stress and filling pressure, reduction in global systolic function, mitral incompetence, alteration of pulmonary circulation leading to right ventricular dysfunction, and systemic venous congestion. In a small number of CAD patients, hibernating myocardium can be the cause initiating the whole...
process. It follows that revascularization by coronary artery bypass with the consequent restoration of contractile function can indeed be of clinical benefit. Identification of viable myocardium with all the available techniques is of paramount importance to the final outcome. In this context, estimation of the contractile reserve of the akinetic myocardium may be crucial to establish the need for surgery (which is proportionally related to the extension of the hibernating myocardium) and to estimate the operative risk (which is related to an early recovery of function after surgery).

Di Carli et al have shown that the extension of viability to >18% of the ventricle is correlated with a functional and clinical benefit, even if it is associated with a high perioperative mortality (10%). It is also worthwhile underlining that a reversible mitral incompetence due to the hibernation of the anterior or inferior region of the ventricle is an important criterion for predicting a favorable clinical outcome, in addition to the extension of the viable area. Even under these circumstances, the demonstration of contractile reserve is excellent for the stratification of patients.

The benefits of revascularization are usually linked to the recovery of the functional kinetics of the hibernating segments. However, in addition to other factors, such as completeness of revascularization, myocardial protection, and postsurgical stunning, contractile recovery is also determined by the transmural extension of the subendocardial damage. Values of subendocardial extension of 20% cause absence of contraction with potential underestimation of the benefits of surgery.

**PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF THE HIBERNATING MYOCARDIUM**

It is possible to enhance the contractile status of hibernating myocardium by low-dose inotropic challenge, which is often followed by a reduction in contraction due to a deterioration of the coronary reserve. Such a biphasic response to increasing doses of inotropic stimuli suggests that the hibernating myocardium is a condition at risk for recurrent ischemia, which may potentially benefit from anti-ischemic treatment aimed at reducing afterload and improving oxygen delivery. Theoretically, the prevention of ischemic episodes and the improvement in coronary microcirculation could also cause a functional recovery of the akinetic areas. Although it appears certain that standard pharmacological therapy could delay the evolution from left ventricular dysfunction to heart failure, it does not cause a clear improvement in prognosis, in contrast to surgery. However, pharmacological treatment is particularly appropriate when a condition of repetitive stunning, which is itself due to recurrent episodes of ischemia, mimicks hibernation. Treatment of ischemia should interrupt this vicious circle.

Aside from these general considerations, and without a reliable understanding of the mechanism of hibernation, no specific pharmacotherapy can be recommended at present. Other than for diagnostic purposes, inotropic stimulation has not been studied in patients with hibernation or in models of long-term hibernation. However, any prolonged inotropic stimulation will probably be detrimental, regardless of whether the hibernating myocardium is associated with persistently reduced blood flow and cannot meet the enhanced energy demand resulting from inotropic stimulation, or whether only the coronary reserve is reduced and ischemia is induced by inotropic stimulation.

Since the hibernating myocardium is characterized by a reduced resting flow, any increase in blood flow would be expected to attenuate the contractile dysfunction. Indeed, in Rahimtoola's landmark paper, a positive response of contractile function to nitroglycerin was part of the original definition of myocardial hibernation. If, however, the hibernating myocardium has a normal resting flow, an increase in flow might not necessarily improve contractile function. Under such circumstances, substances that can attenuate exercise-induced ischemia might alleviate cumulative stunning. Unfortunately, none of these hypotheses has yet been studied experimentally or clinically. There is a clear need for more studies with better models.

**CONCLUSION**

Surgical revascularization is at present the most suitable therapeutic solution for patients with myocardial hibernation. Pharmacological treatment is a useful adjunct to optimize surgical results and reduce the symptoms of heart failure.
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Reversibility of cardiac wall motion abnormalities predicted by positron tomography


This key, early clinical study from the UCLA Medical Center was one of the first to investigate whether the technique of positron emission tomography (PET) can be used to predict the metabolic viability of the myocardium. This prospective study was designed to test whether a pair of PET scans, one using a regional blood flow tracer such as ammonia ([13]NH₃) and the other using a glucose analogue ([18F]fluorodeoxyglucose, [18FDG]) could be used to predict viable, as opposed to infarcted, tissue. The patterns of myocardial uptake of these two radiotracers, in regions with abnormal wall motion at rest, were analyzed and used to predict the reversibility of wall motion abnormalities upon surgical revascularization.

Seventeen patients with wall motion abnormalities who had been referred for bypass grafting were included in the study. All the patients had preoperative PET scans with [13]NH₃ and [18FDG], and all of them also had both preoperative and postoperative wall motion studies performed (by either contrast or radionuclide angiography). It was found that the PET scans obtained from each patient fitted into one of three patterns: firstly, normal or increased uptake of [18FDG] was observed with normal uptake of [13NH₃]; secondly, normal or increased uptake of [18FDG] was observed with decreased uptake of [13NH₃]; and thirdly, decreased uptake of both [13NH₃] and [18FDG] was observed. It was hypothesized that the first two patterns predicted that the wall motion abnormalities could be reversed by revascularization, while the last pattern, in which decreased uptake of both PET tracers was seen, predicted infarcted tissue and thus irreversibility. In the regions that were predicted to be reversible, the wall motion score improved from a preoperative value of 2.0 to a postoperative value of 0.6 (*P*<0.05). However, in the regions that were predicted to be irreversible, wall motion score did not change significantly (2.4 and 2.6, preoperatively and postoperatively, respectively). In the 11 patients in whom regional wall motion did improve, a concomitant increase in the ejection fraction, from 30% to 45% (*P*<0.05), was noted. There were 73 regions in total that showed abnormal wall motion preoperatively, and the predictive accuracy of [13NH₃] and [18FDG] scans was found to be 85% for reversible regions (normal or increased uptake of [18FDG] with decreased uptake of [13NH₃]) and 92% for irreversible regions (decreased uptake of both tracers). Predictive accuracy in the septum was found to be less successful than in other regions of the myocardium. It is suggested that this may be due, not to inadequate restoration of blood flow to the region, but rather to electromechanical factors that either impair septal contractility or cause a change in its motion compared to the rest of the myocardium. Interestingly, the presence of Q waves preoperatively in regions of abnormal wall motion was not found to correlate with irreversibility after revascularization, thus, the notion that Q waves are evidence of transmural infarction needs to be reassessed.

The authors offer a brief discussion of the biochemistry underlying increased [18FDG] uptake in hypokinetic regions. They point out that mild ischemia produces an increase in glucose metabolism relative to fatty acid metabolism, while severe ischemia leads to cell injury, and ultimately death, due to the lack of washout of the inhibitory end products of glycolysis. They suggest that, if the flow reduction were mild or "subcritical," cellular viability could be maintained, albeit in a situation of decreased contractility. They observe that "it is possible that in patients with these features, this metabolic state may become chronic and clinically stable—that is, without angina or progress to infarction." Although the authors may not have been aware of it at the time, this would seem to be a very accurate definition of myocardial hibernation.

**1986**

Argentina wins the World Cup, helped by "the hand of God;" Clint Eastwood, Hollywood star, becomes mayor of Carmel, California; and Cary Grant, the nonchalant matinee idol, dies aged 82 years
Dobutamine echocardiography in myocardial hibernation. Optimal dose and accuracy in predicting recovery of ventricular function after coronary angioplasty

I. Afridi, N.S. Kleiman, A.E. Raizer, W.A. Zoghbi

Circulation. 1995;91:663-670

The aims of this prospective clinical study were: (i) to investigate whether hearts that are hibernating can be identified by dobutamine echocardiography, and (ii) to determine whether a dose-response curve for dobutamine can improve the accuracy of the test. The patients in the study all had stable coronary artery disease with regional left ventricular (LV) dysfunction and were about to undergo percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA). The two main inclusion criteria were >70% occlusion of at least one epicardial coronary artery and evidence of resting regional LV dysfunction. The authors used a 6-point scoring system for grading wall motion in each of the 16 LV segments, and computed a wall motion score index (WMSI) for the whole left ventricle (total score divided by the number of segments involved) plus one for the left anterior descending (LAD) bed and one for the rest of the left ventricle. The dobutamine infusion was given in incremental doses of 3 minutes each, starting at 2.5 µg/kg/min and increasing to 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 20.0, 30.0, and 40.0 µg/kg/min. A total of 20 patients were investigated, with a mean age of 60 years. None had suffered a recent infarction or had unstable angina. PTCA was successful in 18 of the 20 patients with the mean coronary stenosis decreasing from 88% to 22%. A significant improvement was seen in the WMSI of the revascularized territories, with a decrease from 2.9 to 2.1. The global WMSI, however, although it decreased after PTCA, never reached statistical significance. No changes were observed in the WMSI in the nonrevascularized territories. Of a total of 318 that could be adequately visualized, 148 had abnormal resting wall motion, and of these, 114 were revascularized. A significant improvement in motion (defined as >2 grades) was seen in 25% early after, and 38% late after PTCA. Only one of the 34 segments that was not revascularized showed any improvement in wall motion.

Four types of responses were observed, with increasing dobutamine concentrations, in the 114 abnormal segments that were revascularized: (i) a biphasic response in 28% of the segments; (ii) a sustained improvement in 18%; (iii) a worsening in 15%; and (iv) no change in 39%. The authors found that the biphasic response was best for prediction of LV recovery, in that 72% of the 32 segments that exhibited a biphasic response showed recovery at late follow-up. The responses of sustained improvement, worsening, and no change showed recoveries of 15%, 35%, and 13%, respectively. Combining the segments that showed either the biphasic or the worsening response to dobutamine, the sensitivity of the test was 74% and its specificity was 73%, with a positive predictive value of 59% and a negative predictive value of 86%. When analyzed by individual patients, 8 out of 9 patients with a biphasic response showed recovery of function in at least 2 contiguous segments after PTCA.

The authors conclude that the prediction of LV functional recovery depends on the dose of dobutamine. They suggest that a biphasic response may be observed because low doses result in recruitment of contractile reserve while high doses cause ischemia. They point out that although a biphasic response has never been previously observed in the hibernating myocardium, a similar response has been seen in stunned myocardium (infarcted plus thrombolysis). The 18% of hibernating segments that showed worsening of wall motion tended to be those supplied by very stenosed arteries. Why did the sustained improvement response have such a low predictive value? The authors could not answer this question but suggest that, since segments in this group never demonstrate ischemia even at maximal doses, their LV dysfunction was probably not caused by chronic ischemia.

1995

Forrest Gump wins six Oscars including Best Actor (Tom Hanks); a man is sentenced in California to 25 years in prison for stealing a slice of pizza; and Odette Hallowes, the Second World War heroine, dies aged 83 years
Metabolic adaptation to a gradual reduction in myocardial blood flow


_Circulation._ 1995;92:244-252

Can the heart downregulate itself in response to a gradual reduction of blood flow or are the transient metabolic abnormalities, associated with a sudden decrease in flow, necessary for such adaptation?

To address this question, the authors of this experimental study carefully and extensively instrumented 10 open-chest pigs. A hydraulic occluder and an electromagnetic flow probe were positioned around the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery and a pair of ultrasonic crystals were implanted to measure wall thickness within the LAD perfusion bed. Catheters were positioned in relevant vessels to monitor regional myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO\(_2\)), lactate consumption, and coronary perfusion pressure, and for the injection of radiolabelled microspheres. Transmural left ventricular (LV) biopsies were taken when required with a drill biopsy gun; after dividing each sample into subendocardial, midmyocardial, and subepicardial thirds, using a blue dye to delineate the epicardial surface, the tissue was analyzed for ATP and phosphocreatine (PCr). After control measurements had been made, the LAD flow was gradually decreased, at a rate of 1% per minute for 35 minutes. The flow was then held constant for a further 25 minutes at this new level (65% of control).

In terms of metabolism, lactate production was found to be very variable from animal to animal. During the control period, all animals showed lactate consumption; this decreased during the experimental protocol and, although on average the group did not develop significant lactate production, 7 out of the 10 animals produced lactate at some time during the experiment. A gradual decrease in LV wall thickening in the LAD zone was observed, with a time course that paralleled the decrease in LAD blood flow. Wall thickening was 45% during the control period and this decreased to 18% by 60 minutes of ischemia. When wall thickening was analyzed in individual animals, it was found that it had significantly decreased before any net production of lactate had occurred; lactate production, therefore, is not necessary for hypokinesis to occur. Subendocardial and midmyocardial ATP levels had decreased by 30 minutes, but were fairly stable between 30 and 60 minutes. PCr in all regions had decreased by 30 minutes, but had increased to ~87% of control by 60 minutes. The subendocardial and transmural PCR:ATP ratios were 1.6 and 1.7, respectively, during the control period, neither changed significantly during the protocol.

The authors concluded that contractile changes paralleled flow changes such that the downregulation of function essentially kept pace with the gradual reduction in blood flow. The fact that no change was observed in the PCR:ATP ratio and that no significant lactate production was observed meant that tightly regulated control mechanisms were in operation. In the second part of their discussion, the authors deftly introduce the “time-flow deficit” integral (calculated as the cumulative integral of time multiplied by the percentage transmural LAD flow reduction for each animal). This enables them to discuss, at great length, how their currently obtained data relate to data from three previous studies, where they had used sudden- (rather than gradual-) onset ischemia of varying degrees (22%, 30%, and 43%) to induce hibernation. One was left wondering why they had chosen a fourth degree of flow reduction (35%) for their present study, instead of using one of the previous three! Utilizing animals with similar “time-flow-deficit” integrals from their different studies, they found that the PCR:ATP ratio could be low, normal, or high, depending on when the ratio was measured and whether the ischemia was gradual or sudden. They made the important point that knowledge of this would be vital in magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) examinations, where the ratio of PCR:ATP is often measured in preference to absolute levels of the metabolites.
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Barings Bank collapses and Nick Leeson starts running; a bomb in Oklahoma City wrecks a federal building and claims 160 lives; and Christopher Reeve (Superman) is paralyzed in a riding accident.
Enhanced detection of ischemic but viable myocardium by the reinjection of thallium after stress redistribution imaging

V. Dilsizian, T.P. Rocco, N.M.T. Freedman, M.B. Leon, R.O. Bonow


Dilsizian and colleagues begin this clinical paper by stressing the importance of identifying patients with reversible left ventricular dysfunction, i.e., hibernating myocardium, who, as a subgroup, would benefit from revascularization. To this end, they report the results of a study in which they have investigated whether the predictive value of thallium 201 redistribution images can be improved by giving a second thallium 201 injection after the exercise period.

Thallium redistribution scans (taken 3 to 4 hours after the original injection, at rest), when compared with scans showing perfusion defects during exercise (stress images), often reveal regions of the myocardium that have become “filled in”, such areas are taken to indicate the existence of ischemic but viable tissue. Some regions, however, that are in fact viable, still appear as defects in the redistribution scans, and thus are mistakenly classified as infarcted myocardium. The authors postulate that a defective area may not be “filled in” on the redistribution scan, not because of a lack of perfusion at rest, but because of an insufficiently high level of thallium in the blood; they therefore propose that a second injection of thallium 201 be given immediately after the first redistribution scan.

The authors studied a large number of patients (100 in total) with coronary artery disease, with a >50% decrease in the luminal diameter of one epicardial coronary artery, as determined by coronary angiography. Each patient was given three thallium 201, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans: the first was during treadmill exercise, the second was a rest-redistribution scan 3 to 4 hours later, and the third was 15 minutes after a second injection of thallium 201. Each short axis image was divided into 4 regions (anterior, lateral, inferior, and septal) each of which was then subdivided into 16 sectors for quantitative analysis. Thus, a total of 400 regions (6400 sectors) were analyzed.

It was found that 92 out of the 100 patients had thallium defects during exercise and that among these 92 patients, 260 regions were graded as abnormal. Of these 260 regions, 88 (34%) were normal on the redistribution images, 87 were partially reversed, and 85 remained fixed (totally irreversible). Of the 87 partially reversed regions, 49 showed further thallium uptake upon reinjection, 45 of which increased to normal levels. Of the 85 fixed defects, 42 showed further thallium uptake upon reinjection, 23 of which increased to normal levels.

The authors concluded that, in their study, scans taken after thallium reinjection had successfully identified viable myocardium in 101 of the 172 segments that had previously shown persistent defects in the redistribution images. They discuss their results in comparison with several other studies in which differences were observed between rest-redistribution thallium images (in which defects were observed in approximately 50% of the scans), and simple rest images without prior exercise (in which defects were observed in only about 30% of scans). The reason for these differences becomes apparent from the images obtained after a second injection of thallium. Also, the authors report that their results agree with those obtained using positron emission tomography (PET) scans, where viability is reported in 47% of segments with supposedly fixed defects and 64% of segments with partial defects seen on redistribution scans. The numbers from the present reinjection study are very similar, at 49% and 56%, respectively.

In the small subgroup of patients undergoing percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (n=20), the authors correctly predicted viability in 13 of the 15 regions that showed “filling in” of defects in the thallium reinjection scans; all of the 15 regions had shown persistent defects in the redistribution scans. The authors conclude that scanning patients at rest, after reinjection of thallium 201, is a good alternative to the use of PET techniques, especially in view of the latter's high costs, in the delineation of ischemic but viable myocardium.

Daniel Day-Lewis wins an Oscar (Best Actor) for *My Left Foot*; Concorde celebrates its 21st birthday (March 2); and Greta Garbo, the Swedish-born actress, dies aged 84 years.
Adaptive responses of coronary circulation and myocardium to chronic reduction in perfusion pressure and flow


In this study pigs were used to investigate the response of the myocardium and the coronary circulation to chronic ischemia (of 4 to 32 weeks duration). The authors hypothesize that a chronic reduction in perfusion pressure and coronary flow will induce a state of “hibernation” characterized by a reduction in myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO$_2$) and the persistence of dilator reserve in the distal coronary vasculature. The authors also sought to investigate the changes occurring in the thickness of the vessel wall and protein synthesis therein. They cite evidence for the response of larger microvessels (>100 µm) in the peripheral circulation to changes in blood pressure, in that chronic hypertension causes hypertrophy of walls whereas atrophy develops distal to a constriction. They rightly state that what happens to the coronary circulation during chronic stenosis is not known.

During open-chest surgery of 21 pigs, the proximal third of the left anterior coronary artery (LAD) was dissected free and an extraluminal occluder (inner bore of 1.5 mm) placed around it. The animals were then allowed to recover for 4 to 32 weeks; sadly, the authors never explain why the recovery period was so variable, nor do they analyze their data in subgroups with similar recovery times. At the end of the stenosis treatment period, coronary angiography was performed to check the patency of the stenosis and assess the development of collaterals. The animals (n=17 at this time, since 4 had died) were then divided into groups for analysis of the coronary vessels. Two regions of the myocardium were defined—the “stenosis zone,” which referred to the myocardium distal to the stenosis, and the “normal zone” which referred to the control region, i.e., the circumflex coronary territory. Coronary flow reserve was assessed in Group I (n=6), using adenosine infusion, and without phenylephrine; protein synthesis was measured in Group II (n=7), using 35S-labelled methionine; morphometric analysis was performed in Group III (n=4).

The authors report that the lumen of the LAD was decreased by ≈80% in all animals and that 83% showed an absence of collaterals. In Group I, regional myocardial blood flow (MBF) in the “stenosis zone” was decreased in both epicardial and endocardial layers, compared to the “normal zone.” The flow increased in both layers in both zones upon infusion of adenosine and phenylephrine, when infusion was discontinued, flow in the “stenosis zone” returned to the same level as that in the “normal zone.” In response to a subsequent infusion of adenosine alone, blood flow in the “stenosis zone” did not change. Regional MVO$_2$ was decreased compared to “historical controls” without stenosis. In Group II, all vessels in the “stenosis zone” had decreased protein synthesis compared to vessels in the “normal zone.” One-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) demonstrated quantitative differences in protein composition between the two regions in only a single band (~60 kDa). In 6 of the 7 animals, vessels in the “stenosed zone” had less of this protein than vessels in the “normal zone”; the authors postulate that it may be tropoelastin. In Group III, it was found that, in the “stenosis zone,” the smaller microvessels (<75 µm) had thicker walls and the larger microvessels (>75 µm) thinner walls than their “normal zone” counterparts. It was also found that the distribution of fibrous tissue in the “stenosis zone” was not typical of healed infarction.

The authors conclude that they have demonstrated myocardial hibernation (decreased flow and decreased regional myocardial oxygen consumption) in a pig model. They have shown that the “stenosis zone” retains dilator reserve in both epicardial and endocardial layers and they hypothesize that the changes in protein synthesis and vessel wall thickness that they have observed in the “stenosis zone” may underly the ability of these vessels to maintain this dilator reserve.
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350 000 people celebrate the 25th anniversary of the original Woodstock Concert;
Lisa Presley confirms rumors of her marriage to Michael Jackson; and Ayrton Senna, the Brazilian Formula One driver, dies aged 34 years
Ischemic cardiomyopathy: criteria for coronary revascularization and cardiac transplantation


Circulation. 1991;84(suppl III):III-290-III-295

Another clinical study from the UCLA School of Medicine is described here, from the same department as the paper by Tillisch et al (see page 94); this time, however, the study is a retrospective one in which the authors attempt to evaluate the optimal criteria for the prediction of successful coronary revascularization. The reasoning behind their study is that “it is crucial to identify those patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy who may benefit from coronary revascularization despite eligibility for transplantation.” The paper is rather frustrating because, like most retrospective studies, not all of the patients have undergone identical treatment or had identical scans, so, although from a cursory reading of the beginning of the abstract it would appear that the study involves 207 patients, the true number is considerably smaller. Between 1984 and 1990, a total of 22 patients had revascularization procedures performed at UCLA Medical Center (19 by surgery and 3 by percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, [PTCA]), and of these, 12 also had preoperative positron emission tomography (PET) scans. The authors analyze the functional data from the patients in two groups, depending on the success or otherwise of the revascularization procedure. The mean preoperative ejection fraction of the successful cases (n=16) was 26%, and this increased to 36% (P<0.05) after surgery. The mean left ventricular end-diastolic dimension (LVEDD) showed a nonsignificant decrease from 68 to 64 mm. The preoperative New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class of IV improved to I (P<0.05) after successful revascularization, and the patients were subsequently free of anginal symptoms. In the nonsuccessful cases (n=6), the mean preoperative ejection fraction was 15% (not significantly different from the successful cases) and the mean preoperative LVEDD was 81 mm (P<0.05 compared to successful cases). Only 12 of the 22 patients had PET scans. Ten of these patients showed preserved or enhanced uptake of the glucose analogue, [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (18FDG), in regions that showed decreased perfusion (13NH3 scan). All 10 patients were successfully revascularized and their 3-year survival was not different from that seen in similar patients undergoing transplantation. In contrast, the patients who underwent surgery had a much better 3-year survival than similar patients who received tailored medical therapy. The two remaining patients had PET scans that showed decreased uptake of 18FDG together with decreased perfusion (13NH3); revascularization was unsuccessful in these patients. The authors acknowledge, however, that since n=2, the statistical significance of this finding has yet to be confirmed with a study using a larger number of patients.

The authors set out to find the optimal criteria to select for patients in whom coronary revascularization will improve LV function and survival. In their 10 successful patients, the mean preoperative ejection fraction was 23%, the mean preoperative LVEDD was 68 mm, and the PET scans all showed preserved or enhanced 18FDG uptake in regions that showed decreased perfusion (13NH3 scan). In the two unsuccessful patients, the preoperative ejection fractions were 12% and 15%, the preoperative LVEDDs were 76 and 78 mm, and the PET scans showed decreased 18FDG uptake in regions that showed decreased perfusion (13NH3). The authors therefore suggest that an initial ejection fraction of >20%, an initial LVEDD <70 mm, and a PET scan showing preserved or enhanced 18FDG uptake in regions that showed decreased perfusion (13NH3) were all good indicators. They conclude that all three indicators (ejection fraction, LVEDD, and PET scans) can be associated for a better prediction and suggest strongly that “coronary revascularization appears to be a reasonable procedure in select patients with end-stage ischemic cardiomyopathy for whom it should be considered before heart transplantation.”

1991

Lazio, the Rome football club, pays £6 million for Paul (Gazza) Gascoigne; Rajiv Gandhi is assassinated; and the Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to Aung San Suu Kyi, still under house arrest in Myanmar (formerly Burma)
Echocardiography during infusion of dobutamine
for identification of reversible dysfunction in patients
with chronic coronary artery disease

G. La Canna, O. Alfieri, R. Giubbini, M. Gargano, R. Ferrari, O. Visioli

J Am Coll Cardiol. 1994;23:617-626

The aim of this prospective study from Italy was to test whether the contractile response to low-dose dobutamine was useful in the detection of myocardial viability in patients with coronary artery disease and left ventricular (LV) dysfunction. The authors chose to evaluate this technique since it had been found to compare favorably with positron emission tomography (PET) in the assessment of viability in patients who had undergone thrombolysis post-infarction.

Of the 99 patients screened for the study, only 33 met all seven of the (fairly strict) inclusion criteria. These included: narrowing (>75%) of coronary arteries subtending the akinetic areas, the suitability of the arteries for surgical revascularization, absence of rest angina, no acute infarction or unstable angina within 6 months of the study, and an LV ejection fraction <50%. The mean age of the patients was 56 years, the mean ejection fraction was 33%, and all of them had been selected for bypass surgery on the basis of the viable segments that had been detected in the thallium 201 rest-redistribution studies. The initial contractile response of each patient to low-dose dobutamine (5 µg/kg/min for 5 minutes, followed by 10 µg/kg/min for another 5 minutes) was measured by two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography within 15 days of their bypass surgery. In the echo-analysis, the left ventricle was divided into 16 segments and a “conventional” scoring system of 1 to 4 was used to quantify regional wall motion. The quotes around conventional are not in the original paper, but have been inserted to highlight the discrepancies (and potential confusion) between wall motion scoring systems used by different clinicians (see summary of Afridi et al’s paper on page 95). During bypass surgery itself, epicardial echocardiographic measurements were made, and in the postoperative period (2 weeks and 3 months later) transthoracic measurements were again performed. A total of 528 segments were analyzed in the 33 patients. Initially, 314 were akinetic, 20 hypokinetic, and 194 were normal; each patient had at least 2 akinetic segments. The results of all four of the echocardiographic examinations are given in two simple, but beautifully clear figures. These figures demonstrate that clarity is often much easier to achieve in carefully designed diagrams than in text or multiple-entry tables; this view will, unfortunately, probably be confirmed in the following sentences! After dobutamine infusion, 198 of the 314 akinetic segments improved, 183 of them becoming normokinetic and 15 becoming hypokinetic; 116 still remained akinetic. The mean wall motion score had improved from 2.2 to 1.5 (P<0.001). Of significance in connection with the paper by Afridi et al, 5 patients showed improvement in 10 segments after the lower dose but a deterioration after the higher dose.

After coronary artery bypass surgery, 205 of the 314 akinetic segments had improved and of those 205 segments, 182 had become normokinetic. The mean wall motion score improved from 2.2 to 1.5 after surgery and was still the same 2 weeks later, prior to discharge. The authors are aware that their selection procedure may have been biased towards patients with reversible dysfunction and that this may account for the large number of segments that became normal after surgery. Overall, the authors found that the sensitivity of the dobutamine infusion test was 86.8% and the specificity was 81.6%. The accuracy of predicting reversibility of wall motion after surgery was 85%.

The authors suggest in the discussion that, since coronary artery surgery carries a high risk for patients with low ejection fraction and extensive LV dysfunction, the ideal diagnostic technique should identify not only viable myocardium, but also the chance of early functional recovery. They claim that dobutamine, by measuring contractile reserve, can predict early functional recovery, and is thus superior to PET or thallium 201 imaging, both of which are techniques that only look at viability.

1994

Martti Ahtisaari is elected President of Finland;
Nancy Kerrigan, US ice-skater, is attacked with a crowbar at an ice rink in Detroit;
and Lady Victoria Wemyss, last surviving godchild of Queen Victoria, dies aged 104 years

100
The hibernating myocardium

S.H. Rahimtoola

*Am Heart J.* 1989;117:211-221

Rahimtoola, who is generally regarded as the “father” of hibernation, begins this editorial by giving a definition of the hibernating myocardium; it is, he says, “a state of persistently impaired left ventricular (LV) function at rest due to reduced coronary blood flow that can be partially or completely restored to normal if the myocardial oxygen supply/demand relationship is favorably altered either by improving blood flow and/or reducing demand.” He suggests that hibernation occurs when the heart downgrades its function so that blood flow and function are once again in equilibrium. He stresses that the hibernating myocardium must be distinguished from both stunned myocardium and transient left ventricular dysfunction due to stress-induced ischemia, although, hibernation can, in fact, coexist with both conditions.

The editorial makes “easy reading” since it is divided into eight sections each of which deals with a specific question and, usually, provides some answers. The first section shows how myocardium with abnormal LV function at rest can recover. This is based on: (i) autopsy reports indicating that myocardial tissue designated as akinetic/hypokinetic in situ is actually morphologically normal, and (ii) positron emission tomography (PET) data from Tillisch et al (see page 94) and other data from nitrate and thallium studies indicating that the initially observed functional defects can be reversed by coronary revascularization.

The second and third sections ask questions related to the mechanism by which hibernation occurs and to the reason(s) underlying the lack of hibernation in many severely ischemic hearts. These interesting questions, however, remain unanswered. The fourth section deals with the detection of the hibernating myocardium. Improved regional LV function upon either reduction of myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO$_2$) (by nitrates) or inotropic stimulation is indicative of hibernation. PET demonstration of the persistence of metabolism ($^{18}$FDG scan) in regions of decreased perfusion ($^{13}$NH$_3$ scan) is another method. It is suggested that defects in thallium 201 scans observed during reversible ischemia may also be useful.

The fifth section lists the clinical syndromes in which myocardial hibernation is most likely to occur—Rahimtoola suggests the likelihood is greatest in patients experiencing silent ischemia: unstable angina, post myocardial infarction, chronic stable angina, and LV dysfunction of unknown origin.

The sixth section asks whether the hibernating myocardium is different from the stunned myocardium. The answer is a resounding yes. Stunned myocardium is defined as a condition in which, after ischemia, although coronary blood flow has been fully restored to the myocardium, functional, biochemical, and structural abnormalities still persist for prolonged periods. However, Rahimtoola cautions, it is possible to detect the coexistence of both stunned and hibernating myocardium in a single patient. In the penultimate section, the author says that a combination of drugs or surgical revascularization are the two optimal methods of treatment for the patient with hibernating myocardium. The final section is concerned with how long the myocardium can hibernate and how soon after reperfusion the hibernating myocardium will exhibit normal function. The answers are not really known; in one animal model, poor function during a 5-hour circumflex coronary occlusion took a week to reverse although, in a clinical study, an immediate improvement was seen after surgery. The author summarizes by saying that, although much is now known about the hibernating myocardium in terms of what it is, which clinical subgroups are affected, and which methods are presently best for its detection, “its full clinical presence and impact are not adequately defined.”

---

1989

Ayatollah Khomeini issues a “fatwa” against Salman Rushdie for his “Satanic Verses”; Geoffrey Palmer becomes Prime Minister of New Zealand; and Lord Olivier, the British actor, dies aged 82 years
Recruitment of an inotropic reserve in moderately ischemic myocardium at the expense of metabolic recovery: a model of short-term hibernation

R. Schulz, B.D. Guth, K. Pieper, C. Martin, G. Heusch


In this experimental study, Schulz et al use open-chest minipigs to create a model of short-term myocardial hibernation in order to characterize its functional and metabolic status and to investigate the effects of inotropic stimulation.

A total of 35 animals were used fasted for 10 hours prior to the experiments; the authors unfortunately make no comment about the increase in myocardial glycogen that will be caused by this fasting and the effects that this may have on the ability of the heart to withstand subsequent periods of ischemia. The left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery was cannulated and perfused at constant flow. The vein parallel to it was also cannulated for lactate and O₂ measurements. Two pairs of ultrasonic crystals were implanted to measure wall thickness, one pair within the perfusion bed of the LAD and the other in a remote “control” region. Left atrial pacing wires were also implanted. Radiolabelled microspheres were used in the determination of regional myocardial blood flow. Tranmsural biopsies were taken when required, using a modified dental drill; the samples were analyzed for ATP, phosphocreatine, and glycogen.

After control measurements had been made, LAD blood flow was adjusted (over 3 minutes) until regional function had decreased to 50% of control. Animals in different groups were then subjected to 5, 25, 40, or 85 minutes of ischemia followed by a dobutamine challenge (5-minute infusion of 2.5 µg/min). A further group was reperfused for 2 hours, after 85 minutes of ischemia followed by dobutamine, prior to histological analysis.

The authors present their results for the different groups under control conditions in a rather daunting 126-entry table; this could maybe have been presented more succinctly as a single data set, together with the statement that “no differences were observed among the groups under control conditions.” During ischemia, it was found that phosphocreatine first decreased, from 9 to 6 µmol/g after 5 minutes of ischemia, and to 3 µmol/g after 25 minutes, and then gradually recovered until, after 85 minutes of ischemia, the levels were approximately 70% of controls (6 µmol/g). Lactate, which was consumed by the heart under control conditions, was produced by the ischemic heart; the amount produced, however, decreased after 25 minutes of ischemia. ATP and glycogen levels did not change during ischemia. During the challenges with dobutamine, all groups showed increases in the regional myocardial work indices with no changes in regional blood flow measurements. The levels of phosphocreatine and glycogen decreased while those of lactate increased, indicating increased anaerobic metabolism; ATP remained constant. There was no evidence of necrosis in the group subjected to 85 minutes of ischemia, dobutamine, and reperfusion; the authors caution that this may be a species-linked finding since dog myocardium subjected to this treatment would have shown damage.

In the discussion, the authors suggest that the recovery of the phosphocreatine content during ischemia may be a characteristic feature of myocardium that has compensated for reduced flow and may be diagnostic of tissue that will not undergo infarction. They highlight the fact that the continued lactate production during ischemia is not at the expense of glycogen stores, but probably comes from exogenous glucose. This is in contrast to the response of the myocardium to dobutamine, where an increase in anaerobic metabolism is observed with a concomitant decrease in glycogen. The authors conclude that the inotropic reserve is maintained for at least 90 minutes of moderate ischemia and that inotropic challenge worsens the metabolic markers of ischemia.
In this experimental study, Ferrari and colleagues develop a protocol that mimics the clinical situation that precedes the development of myocardial hibernation; isolated, perfused hearts are subjected to an initial period of total global ischemia prior to an extended period of low-flow perfusion and a subsequent period of reperfusion. The metabolic adaptive processes that occur during this protocol and their significance for the maintenance of viability are determined. Ferrari and coworkers measure a large number of metabolic and functional parameters. Phosphocreatine (PCr), ATP, reduced glutathione (GSH), oxidized glutathione (GSSG), the NAD:NADH ratio, and calcium content were measured in extracts of myocardial tissue, while lactate, glutathione, and creatine kinase were measured in the coronary effluent. Interstitial pH and myocardial function (using a left ventricular balloon) were both measured in the perfused heart. Mitochondrial function was assessed in isolated mitochondria.

A total of 138 isolated, buffer-perfused rabbit hearts were used in the study; all were instrumented with an intraventricular balloon (with the end-diastolic pressure set to <1 mm Hg) and all were paced. Four 350-min protocols were followed, each of which started with a 50-min equilibration period: the main “hibernation group” was subjected to 10 min of total, global ischemia, followed by 230 min of low-flow ischemia (10% of control flow) and 60 min of reperfusion; the second group had normal flow throughout; the third group had 240 min of total ischemia, followed by reperfusion; and the final group had 240 min of low-flow ischemia (10% of control), followed by reperfusion.

The 10-min period of total ischemia resulted in the expected changes; a quiescent heart with decreased interstitial pH (from 7.2 to 6.2), decreased PCr (55 to 5 µmol/g dry wt) and decreased ATP (from 25 to 15 µmol/g dry wt). The subsequent period of low-flow perfusion resulted in increases in PCr (from 5 to 20 µmol/g dry wt) and interstitial pH (from 6.2 to 6.8), but no significant changes in ATP or contractility. Restoration of full flow, after 230 min of low-flow perfusion resulted in the recovery of developed pressure (to 92% of control) and of interstitial pH, but surprisingly, was not accompanied by any significant improvement in either of the high-energy phosphates. The importance of the initial period of total ischemia was highlighted by the results of the hearts in the group subjected solely to 240 min of low-flow ischemia. Hearts in this group suffered progressive damage during the low-flow period (developed pressure fell to 7% of control, interstitial pH fell to 6.2, diastolic pressure increased to 34 mm Hg, and both PCr and ATP decreased (to 10 and 8 µmol/g dry wt, respectively). Upon restoration of full flow, the hearts only recovered 47% of their original developed pressure, although they did show a significant increase in their PCr content (from 10 to 19 µmol/g dry wt).

The importance of even low levels of coronary flow in maintaining viability is confirmed by the complete absence of any functional recovery upon reperfusion in the group subjected to 240 min of total ischemia.

In their discussion, the authors stress that their model was specifically designed to mimic events that often occur in the history of patients who have hibernating myocardium. The 10-min period of total ischemia before the 230 min of low-flow perfusion resulted in a resetting of metabolism and a downregulation of function that did not occur in the absence of the period of total ischemia. This period of total ischemia may have preconditioned the hearts, even in the absence of intermittent reperfusion; furthermore, due to the high coronary flow rates and the lack of both fatty acids and cells in the perfusate, the results should not be extrapolated to the in situ heart without further experimentation.

Manchester United wins both the League and the FA Cup; the Centennial Olympics in Atlanta are marred by a bomb blast; and American golfer Tom Lehman wins the 125th British Open.
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